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Abstract. This work presents numerical analyses of transient temperature and
thermally-induced stress distributions in a hollow steel sphere heated by a moving
uniform heat source applied on a certain zenithal segment (the heated zenithal
segment, H ) of its outer surface (the processed surface) under stagnant ambient
conditions. Along the process, the moving heat source (MHS) moves angularly from
the first zenithal segment to the last zenithal segment on the processed surface with
a constant angular speed, ω, and then returns backward to the first zenithal segment
with the same speed. It is assumed that the inner surface is heat-isolated and that
the outer surface except the heated segment is under stagnant ambient conditions.
The numerical calculations are performed individually for a wide range of thermal
conductivity, λ, of steel and for the different H s. The maximum effective thermal
stress ratio calculated as per the heat flux intensity (q0 ) can be reduced in considerable amounts. By increasing λ(∼ 75%) and ω(∼ 63%) the maximum effective
thermal stress ratio calculated can be significantly reduced.
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1. Introduction
The increase of temperature generated by frictional heat can involve mechanical microdeformations and an overheating of the cooling fluid. It is therefore important to have calculation
models to evaluate temperatures according to the frictional heat generation, to which solids are
subjected. Moreover, heat transfer due to a moving heat source (MHS) plays an important part
in many manufacturing processes such as grinding, hardening, cutting, coating, metal forming, etc. MHS analyses enable a detailed characterization of temperatures produced during
these processes. Therefore, an efficient finite element procedure has been developed to calculate temperatures and stresses arising from MHS by researchers during the last decade (Sunar
et al 2006, Li & Li 2005). The procedure is applied to calculate the thermal stresses produced
in hardened steels during manufacturing. Furthermore, thermally-induced stresses are considered an important phenomena in many manufacturing processes and design applications.
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Because, non-uniform heating or cooling of a uniform material or uniform heating of nonuniform materials causes thermal stress that is proportional to the temperature differential
and the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material. And also, changes in temperature
cause thermal effects on a solid work piece during the cooling and heating processes. Some
of these thermal effects include thermal stress, strain and deformation.
The calculations of temperature distribution and thermal stress have been of great scientific
interest recently. Eslam et al (2005) have presented a general solution for the one-dimensional
steady-state thermal and mechanical stresses in a hollow thick sphere made of functionally
graded. In this study, the temperature distribution is assumed to be a function of radius, with
general thermal and mechanical boundary conditions on the inside and outside surfaces of
the sphere. Bairi et al (2004) studied the temperature distribution in a bearing ball subjected
to elliptic MHSs and surface cooling is presented in this study. They have presented an analytical solution in order to determine the thermal behaviour of a bearing ball subjected to
uniform or parabolic heat source, on an elliptic region. Laraqi et al (2004) have developed
analytical solutions to calculate the three-dimensional temperature distribution and the thermal constriction resistance due to the MHSs on semi-infinite bodies. By varying the values
of geometric parameters in the provided solutions, they get the solution for various cases like
unique or multiple: strip, rectangular, square, elliptic and circular MHSs. Sunar et al (2006)
considered a cantilever assembly subjected to heating at its fixed end, which resembles the
welding of a sheet metal. Temperature and stress fields were computed during the heating
process. A control volume approach was introduced for the numerical solution of heat transfer equations while the finite element method was adopted for stress field predictions. They
found that the temperature distribution in the transverse direction does not vary considerably,
but varies significantly in the longitudinal direction. The temporal change of temperature
gradient induces stresses in the substrate material. However, the maximum magnitude of the
Von–Mises stress is less than the yield strength of the substrate material. Al-Huniti et al
(2001) investigated the dynamic thermal and elastic behaviour of a rod due to a MHS. They
used an analytical–numerical technique based on the Laplace transformation and the Riemannsum approximation to calculate the temperature, displacement and stress distributions
in the rod. Moulik et al (2001) calculated transient stresses and temperatures in an elastic solid
and found to be in good agreement with prior analytical and numerical results. They obtained
that the calculated transient stresses and temperatures in an elastic solid are found to be in
good agreement with prior analytical and numerical results. Li & Li (2005) investigated both
analytically and numerically the temperature distribution in workpiece during scratching and
grinding. They used the finite element method to simulate the transient heat transfer process
of a MHS along the surface of a half space and found that for the same heat source, the shape
of temperature contour over the contact interface is not sensitive to the convection coefficient
of the environment. There are some restrictions in the prediction of location and strength
problems in recent studies. One of the restrictions is that there is no method available to estimate the location and the strength of two moving sources presently. Yang (2006) proposed
a numerical algorithm to determine the problem sequentially. The results of this study show
that the proposed method is an accurate and efficient method to determine the position and the
strength of two moving sources in the inverse heat conduction problem. Yilbas et al (2002)
also considered laser pulse heating of a steel surface and flexural wave analysis. In this study,
the generated flexural wave is simulated, and the wave characteristics are analysed at four
locations at the work piece surface. Al-Zaharnah et al (2000, 2001a and 2001b) analysed conjugate heat transfer in fully developed laminar pipe flow and the thermally-induced stresses.
This study showed that the low Prandtl number and low thermal conductivity ratios result
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in almost uniform radial temperatures and low radial effective stresses. They also analysed
thermal stresses in thick walled pipes subjected to fully developed laminar flow and pulsating
flow, respectively. These studies show that the wall thickness and pipe diameter are significant parameters affecting the resulting stress distribution. Kim et al (2000) have investigated
analysis of the thermal stress evolution in the steam drum during start up of a heat recovery
steam generator. In this study, it is shown that bypassing part of the gas flow lowers the peak
stress much in the case of steady gas turbine exhaust condition.
In previous works, the temperature and thermally-induced stress distributions in externally
heated circular pipe (Yapıcı & Albayrak 2004a and Yapıcı et al 2005) and heated cylindrical
workpiece (Yapıcı & Yalcın 2004; Yapıcı & Bastürk 2005a) were analysed numerically by
using a CFD computer code, respectively. Furthermore, the numerical solutions of transient
temperature and thermally-induced stress distributions in a solid disk heated with radially
periodic expanding and contracting ring heat flux in one side surface were studied (Yapıcı &
Baştürk 2005b and 2006). The later studies (Yapıcı et al 2008; Özısık et al 2008 and Genç et al
2009) presented the thermally-induced stress and temperature distributions in a stationary
hollow disk, in a steel plate partially heated by a moving uniform heat source from its outer
surface under stagnant ambient conditions and in a rotating hollow disk heated from one side
surface. Our earlier studies (Yapıcı & Albayrak 2004; Yapıcı & Yalcın 2004; Yapıcı et al 2005;
Yapıcı & Bastürk 2005a, 2005b and 2006) do not include MHS, the later studies (Yapıcı et al
2008; Özısık et al 2008 and Genç et al 2009) and this study point out the importance of
the MHS in a workpiece. This work presents the thermally-induced stress and temperature
distributions in a hollow spherical workpiece heated partly-circumferentially from its outer
surface by a moving uniform heat source.
2. Mathematical modelling
For this study, a hollow steel sphere (workpiece) heated partly-circumferentially from its outer
surface (processed surface) by a moving uniform heat source under stagnant ambient conditions is considered to analyse numerically the transient temperature distributions. As already
known, heat is released in a solid subjected to manufacturing processes such as grinding,
hardening, cutting, coating, metal forming, etc. Temperature difference, occurring in this
solid because of non-uniformities of the released heat, cooling and/or thermal properties of
the solid material, may cause thermal stress. This study presents also the thermally-induced
stress that is proportional to the temperature differential. Axisymmetric geometric model of
the considered sphere and the coordinate system are shown in figure 1. The processed surface

Figure 1. Axisymmetric geometric model of the considered sphere
(dimensions are not in scale).
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Figure 2. The moving heat flux
profile applied on the processed
surface of the sphere, (the profile
is not in scale).

is divided artificially into 180 equal angular (zenithal) segments (s in degree) in zenithal
direction (φ), and when these segments are not exposed to the heat flux, they are under stagnant ambient conditions (see figure 2). It is assumed that the inner surface is heat-isolated and
that the MHS is uniform along the azimuthal direction (θ ). Along the process, this flux moves
from the first zenithal segment to the last zenithal segment on the processed surface with a
constant angular speed, ω, and then returns backward to the first zenithal segment with the
same speed, ω. This motion produces the non-uniform temperature gradients in the sphere,
which in turn causes the non-uniform and unsteady thermal stresses.
From the above explanations, three situations are considered; (i) heat conduction inside the
sphere, (ii) heat convection from the sphere surface to the surrounding, and (iii) thermallyinduced stress in the sphere. The governing equations for the analyses of these situations are
as follows:
2.1 The governing heat conduction equation
The following important assumptions are made in the present analysis:
•
•
•
•

The thermo-physical property variations of the workpiece are negligible.
The workpiece material is homogeneous and isotropic.
The heat flux per unit area is uniform along the azimuthal direction.
The temperature, T , depends on r, φ and t, (T = T (r, φ, t)).

In the hollow sphere (inner radius, Ri , ≤ r ≤ outer radius, Ro , and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π ),
ρ · Cp ∂T
cos(φ) ∂T
1 ∂ 2T
2 ∂T
∂ 2T
+
+
=
.
+
∂r 2
r ∂r
r 2 sin(φ) ∂φ
r 2 ∂ 2φ
λ ∂t

(1)

2.2 Initial and boundary conditions
At t = 0, T (r, φ, 0) = Tamb .
∂T (Ri , φ, t)
= 0.
∂r
∂T (Ro , φ, t)
At the outer surface (r = Ro ), λ
= q  (T , φ, t).
∂r

At the inner surface (r = Ri ),

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)
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Figure 3. Temperature distributions in the midplane of the hollow sphere within the sixth cycle,
t = 900 + τ s, (λ = 10 W/m-K, H = 1 degree and P = 180 s).

where λ is the thermal conductivity, h is the heat transfer coefficient, q  (T , φ, t) is a moving
heat flux function in the zenithal direction, and for this study, it is assumed as follows:
q  (T , φ, t) = qh (φ) + qc (T , φ, t),

(2d)

where qh and qc are the heat fluxes per unit area applied on the heated zenithal segment,
and transferred from the processed surface to the surrounding, respectively, and defined as
follows:
qh (φ) = q0 · [ (φb − φ) −

(φa − φ)]

qc (T , φ, t) = −hamb · (T (Ro , φ, t) − Tamb ) · [1 − [ (φb − φ) −

(φa − φ)]],
(2e,f)
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Figure 4. Temperature distributions in the midplane of the hollow disk within the sixth cycle,
t = 900 + τ s, (λ = 50 W/m-K, H = 1 degree and P = 180 s).

where q0 is intensity of the moving heat flux per unit area, and
and defined as follows:

0 if x < x0
(x − x0 ) =
.
1 if x ≥ x0

is Heaviside step function

(3)

The heat transfer rate (Q) varies proportionally with the heated area (AH ) that depends on
θH , and is calculated as follows:
Q = q0 · AH
AH = 2 · π · Ro2 · |[cos(φa ) − cos(φb )]|
φ =  · π/180
H = b − a
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Figure 5. Temperature distributions in the midplane of the hollow disk within the sixth cycle,
t = 150 + τ s, (λ = 10 W/m-K, H = 6 degree and P = 30 s).


a =

0

if 0 < τ ≤ 1

(τ − 1) · ω + 1 otherwise

b = τ · ω

t − (j − 1) · P j = 1, 3, . . . , n − 1
τ=
j · P − t + 1 j = 2, 4, . . . , n
P = 180/ω,

(4)

where τ is the normalized time, j represents the j -th cycle, and P is the time for one cycle,
and n is total cycle number.
The calculations are performed only for the zenith angular interval 0 ≤ φ ≤ π , due to the
fact that the considered sphere is symmetric about the axisymmetry axis (figure 1).
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Figure 6. Temperature distributions in the midplane of the hollow disk within the sixth cycle,
t = 150 + τ s, (λ = 50 W/m-K, H = 6 degree and P = 30 s).

2.3 The governing thermal stress equations (Fauple & Fisher 1981)
To obtain the thermal stress distribution, it is assumed that the hollow sphere reaches thermal
equilibrium at the end of each time interval. Therefore, two thermal stress components in
tangential (t) and radial (r) directions are calculated at each time interval. The general thermal
stress equations are given as follows:
for hollow sphere (Ri ≤ r ≤ Ro ) :

 Ro
2 · r 3 + Ri3
2·E·α
σt =
·
·
T (r) · r 2 · dr
(1 − ν) · r 3
2 · (Ro3 − Ri3 ) Ri

 r
1
1
2
3
T (r) · r · dr − · T (r) · r .
+ ·
2 Ri
2
 3

 r
3  Ro
r − Ri
2·E·α
2
2
·
·
T
(r)
·
r
·
dr
−
T
(r)
·
r
·
dr
.
σr =
(1 − ν) · r 3
Ro3 − Ri3 Ri
Ri

(5a)
(5b)
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The effective stress according to Von–Mises theory (Fauple & Fisher 1981) is given by

σeff (r) = [σt (r)]2 + [σr (r)]2 − σt (r) · σr (r).
(5c)
In order to obtain the thermal stress distributions independently of the physical properties
(E, α and ν) of the material, the thermal stress ratio, σ ∗ (r), can be expressed as follows:
σ ∗ (r) =

σ (r)
E·α
1−ν

.

(5d)

3. Numerical results
3.1 Calculational tools and procedure
The transient heat conduction eq. (1) along with the initial and boundary condition eqs. (2a–f)
can be solved numerically by a suitable computer code using finite difference method. For
this analysis, the FLUENT 6·1 program (Fluent Inc. 2003) is chosen as the computer code
because of the ease with which the analysis model can be created and the software allows
users to modify the code for special analysis conditions through the use of user subroutines.
The FLUENT computer code uses a finite-volume procedure to solve the conduction heat
transfer within solids. The boundary conditions eq. (2c) with eqs. (2d–f) show that the heat
source moves angularly in the zenithal direction (independent of θ ) on the processed surface depending on the process time. Therefore, an interpreted UDF (User Defined Function)
file is prepared for simulating this moving heating process, and it is introduced to the prepared FLUENT case file as an outer surface boundary condition. The UDF files can provide

Figure 7. Variation of the maximum
temperature in the hollow sphere at
the end of sixth cycle with λ and H .
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Figure 8. Effective thermal stress ratio distributions in the midplane of the hollow sphere within the
sixth cycle, t = 900 + τ s, (λ = 10 W/m-K, H = 1 degree and P = 180).

the capability to customize boundary conditions source terms, property definitions (except
specific heat), surface and volume reaction rates, user-defined scalar transport equations, discrete phase model (e.g. body force, drag, source terms), algebraic slip mixture model (slip
velocity and particle size), solution initialization, wall heat fluxes, and post-processing using
user-defined scalars, and so they can significantly enhance the capability of FLUENT. There
are two types of user-defined functions: interpreted and compiled. Interpreted UDF file can
be compiled at runtime within a FLUENT session. Moreover, the heat conduction calculation results obtained with the help of the FLUENT code are verified by using the HEATING7
(Childs et al 1990) computer code. In addition to these two codes and the written UDF file,
a computer program, applying the numerical integration method to the obtained temperature
distributions from the heat transfer calculations, has been developed to calculate numerically
the thermal stress distributions defined with eqs. (5a–c).
The numerical calculations are performed individually for a wide range of λ of steel (from
10 to 50 W/m-K stepped by 10 W/m-K), and for the different H s (from 1 to 6 degrees
increased by 1 degree) under transient conditions. Due to the axisymmetricity of the hollow
sphere (figure 1), the highest temperature differences, inducing the thermal stress, take place
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Figure 9. Effective thermal stress ratio distributions in the midplane of the hollow sphere within the
sixth cycle, t = 900 + τ s, (λ = 50 W/m-K, H = 1 degree and P = 180).

in the z = 0, x − y plane that is the midplane of the sphere. Therefore, in this study, the
temperature and thermal stress ratio distributions only in this plane are presented.
3.2 Simulation parameters
Ri = 0·05 m, Ro = 0·1 m, q0 = 106 W/m2 , hamb = 20 W/m2 -K, Tamb = 0◦ C, for steel, ρ =
7800 kg/m3 , CP = 470 J/kg-K and λ = 10, 20, . . . , 50 W/m-K, ω = 1, 2, . . . , 6 degrees/s,
(which corresponds to H = 1, 2, . . . 6 degrees), t = 0 to 180·n/ω s stepped by 1/ω s, n = 6
cycles, x = r · cos(φ) and y = r · sin(φ).
3.2a Grid size: The grid independent tests are carried out to ensure grid independence
of the calculated results. The grid size and the grid orientation giving the grid independent
results are selected, and thus the total cell number of 144000 cells (100 × 1440 in the r and
φ directions, respectively) are adopted.
In order to obtain the temperature difference per q0 , it is assumed that the thermal properties
of the sphere do not change with temperature. The thermal stress distributions also will be per
q0 due to the fact that they are proportional to the temperature differences (see eqs. (5a,b)).
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Figure 10. Effective thermal stress ratio distributions in the midplane of the hollow sphere within the
sixth cycle, t = 150 + τ s, (λ = 10 W/m-K, H = 6 degrees and P = 30 s).

3.3 Temperature distributions
The temperature distributions and their steep gradients in the midplane of the considered
sphere at the different times (normalized times) of the sixth cycle are plotted in figures 3–6
for λ = 10 and 50 W/m-K in the cases of H = 1 and 6 degrees, respectively. The four
different normalized times in the each figure correspond to b = 60, 90, 150 and 180 degrees,
respectively.
The MHS applied on the outer surface of the sphere causes the non-uniform temperature
gradients that are steep within and near the region of moving source because it is brought
into focus on a quite small section of this surface and the heated segment is exposed to the
stagnant ambient condition after the MHS leaves this segment. The peaks of these profiles
relocate angularly in the zenithal direction depending on the motion of the MHS. Furthermore,
the sections swept by the heat source and including the high temperature profiles widen in
the sweep direction. However, the levels of the temperature at the faraway sections from the
heat source are quite lower than those near the MHS. The numerical results bring out that
in all cases of H , the grades of the steep temperature gradient rise very little after four-
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Figure 11. Effective thermal stress ratio distributions in the midplane of the hollow sphere within the
sixth cycle, t = 150 + τ s, (λ = 50 W/m-K, H = 6 degrees and P = 30 s).

five cycles. However, when H is expanded, this grade rises on account of the increase of
the heat transfer rate penetrating into the sphere and the field widens in which the high and
non-uniform temperature gradients occur.
In heating process, it is crucial to know the highest temperature of the processed object to
carry out the work safely. Therefore, the maximum temperature grades are determined for all
cases and their variation at the end of sixth cycle with λ and H is plotted in figure 7 as the
meshed graphic. As expected, the maximum temperature grade decreases in a considerable
amount (approximate in the ratio of 1/2) with the increase of λ, from 10 to 50 W/m-K, because
the temperature gradient is inversly proportional to λ. These quasi-exponential (much more in
the low λs) decreases are from 225 to 106◦ C and from 234 to 128◦ C, in the cases of H = 1
and 6 degrees, respectively. It is also apparent from these values that as H is enlarged from
1 to 6 degrees, the maximum temperature increases quasi-logarithmically (approximate 1·04
and 1·2 times in the cases of λ = 10 and 50 W/m-K, respectively). Nevertheless, in the low
λs, this increase is quite low, in other words, the expansion of H does not much influence
the temperature levels.
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Figure 12. Tangential thermal stress ratio distributions in the midplane of the hollow sphere at the
end of sixth cycle, (a) H = 1 and (b) H = 6 degrees.

3.4 Thermal stress distributions
The thermally-induced stresses calculated numerically with eqs. (5a–c) under the thermal
equilibrium assumption mentioned in section 2 are plotted for the various cases of the  and
λ as the thermal stress ratio, σ ∗ (r), defined with eq. (5d). Note that the thermal stresses are
proportional to the temperature difference and per q0 (1 MW/m2 ).
The effective thermal stress ratio distributions induced by the temperature differences in
the midplane of the considered sphere at the different normalized times of the sixth cycle are
plotted in figures 8–11 for λ = 10 and 50 W/m-K in the cases of H = 1 and 6 degrees,
respectively. The correspondents of the normalized times are same with those in section 3·3.
The effective thermal stress ratio profiles also peak at the heated segment due to the steep
temperature gradients (as temperature distribution profiles) figures 3–7. These peaks are nonuniform within and near the region of moving source, and this non-uniform region widens
with the expansion of H . Moreover, they relocate angularly in the zenithal direction depending on the motion of the MHS. At the faraway sections from the heat source, the thermal
stress ratios are quite low and quasi-uniform at the temperature profiles. It is an expected
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Figure 13. Radial thermal stress ratio distributions in the midplane of the hollow sphere at the end
of sixth cycle, [(a) H = 1 and (b) H = 6 degrees].

result that the thermal stress profiles show the same behaviour with the temperature profiles.
On the other hand, for these λs and H s, figures 12 and 13 indicate the tangential and radial
components of the thermal stress ratio in the midplane of the sphere at the end of sixth cycle,
respectively. It is evident from these figures that the quantity (as absolute value) of the tangential component is quite high with respect to that of the radial component. This means that
the tangential component is more dominant than the radial component in the effective thermal
stress.
Figure 14 presents the variation of the maximum effective thermal stress ratio at the end
of sixth cycle with λ and H as the meshed graphic. Figures 14 and 7 demonstrate that the
maximum effective thermal stress ratio profile shows similar behaviour with the maximum
temperature profile. Depending on the variations of λ and H , the level of the maximum
effective thermal stress ratio profile varies in the range of 44 to 180◦ C. The expansion of H
increases its level (only 1·08 and 1·6 times in the cases of λ = 10 and 50 W/m-K, respectively),
whereas the increase of λ (from 10 to 50 W/m-K) reduces this level in considerable amounts
(approximately 75% and 60% in the cases of H = 1 and 6 degrees, respectively).
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Figure 14. Variation of the maximum effective thermal stress ratio in
the hollow sphere at the end of sixth
cycle with the λ and H .

The thermal analyses are also performed for λ = 10 W/m-K in the case of H = 1 degree,
by increasing ω from 1 to 10 degrees/s to determine the effects of ω on the temperature and
on the thermal stress ratio. The obtained results are presented in figure 15 and shows that
the increase of ω reduces significantly (exponentially) the maximum effective thermal stress
ratio (from 168 to 62◦ C, approximately 63%).

Figure 15. Variations of the maximum
temperature and the maximum effective thermal stress ratio in the hollow
sphere at the end of sixth cycle with ω,
(λ = 10 W/m-K, H = 1 degree).
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These numerical results would help to determine the thermally-induced stresses, occurring
in similar hollow spheres during the moving heating process, for a wide thermal conductivity
spectrum of steel. For physical properties of any steel and any q0 value, the effective stress,
σeff , can be easily calculated by using eq. (5d). The effective thermal stresses obtained from
the peaked effective thermal stress ratios in these figures may exceed the yield stress of
selected steel. As already known, when the thermal stresses exceed the yield stress at the
corresponding temperature, plastic deformation occurs. Furthermore, the thermally-induced
stresses (especially at the segments at which they peak) may lead to micro-cracks, decrease
in strength and can cause fatigue and possibly catastrophic failure. They may also remain
in the structure or product as residual stresses and algebraically add to stresses developed
under service and/or extreme loading conditions. Therefore, it must be considered that the
thermally-induced stress arising during the process time does not exceed the yield stress of
the processed steel.
4. Conclusions
A hollow steel sphere (workpiece) heated partly-circumferentially by a moving uniform heat
source applied on its outer surface under stagnant ambient conditions is considered to analyse
numerically the transient temperature and thermal stress distributions. The numerical analyses
were performed in various thermal conductivities and in the different heated segment areas.
The specific conclusions derived from this study can be listed briefly as follows:
(i) The temperature gradients and the thermal stress ratios peak at the heated segments
because of the motion of the heat source, and however, after four-five cycles, the low
peaks are noticed.
(ii) The grades of the temperature can be reduced in a considerable amount (approximately
in the ratio of 1/2) by increasing λ, from 10 to 50 W/m-K.
(iii) The expansion of H does not much influence the temperature levels.
(iv) The maximum effective thermal stress ratio reaches 180◦ C. It must be considered that
the thermally-induced stress arising during the process time doest not exceed the yield
stress of the processed steel.
(v) The maximum effective thermal stress ratio decreases exponentially with the increase
of λ (approximately 75%) and with the increase of ω (approximately 63%).

5. Nomenclature
A
CP
E
h
j
MHS
n
q0
q 
Q
P

area [m2 ]
specific heat [J/kg-K]
modulus of elasticity [Pa]
heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 -K]
j -th cycle
moving heat source
total cycle number
heat flux intensity [W/m2 ]
heat flux per unit area [W/m2 ]
heat transfer rate [W]
time for one cycle [s]
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r
R
t
T
U DF
x, y
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radial component [m]
radius of sphere [m]
time [s]
temperature [◦ C]
user defined function
Cartesian components [m]

Greek symbols
α
λ
ρ
ν
θ
φ
τ
σ
σ∗
ω


thermal expansion coefficient [1/◦ C]
thermal conductivity [W/m-K]
density [kg/m3 ]
Poisson’s ratio
azimuthal component [radian]
zenithal component [radian]
normalized time [s]
thermal stress [Pa]
thermal stress ratio [◦ C]
angular speed [degree/s]
zenithal segment [degree]

Subscripts
a, b
amb
c
eff
h
H
i
max
o
r
t

starting and ending points
ambient
cold
effective
hot
heated
inner
maximum
outer
radial
tangential
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